Operations, Programs & Ethics
Solve intelligence. Use it to make the world a better place.

DeepMind is the world leader in artificial intelligence research and its application for positive impact. We are an organisation that has pushed the boundaries of AI, developing programs that can learn to solve any complex problem. We believe that if we succeed, we believe this will be one of the most important and valuable beneficiaries of scientific advances ever made. Increasing our capacity to understand the world and to tackle some of our most pressing real-world challenges.

DeepMind has a remarkable track record of scientific breakthroughs. Such extraordinary work is to a direct result of the barriers and risks that our team faces every day. Operations team works hard to make DeepMind the best environment in the world for advancing AI research. This means we do things differently. Our operations team works hard to support the researchers, through to supporting nurturing and developing our unique culture. The operations team are united in their goal of creating outcomes that maximise the chance for unexpected discoveries.

Operations

Lila Abrishami
Chief Operating Officer
"In DeepMind, we believe that diversity of thought and experience is the unique ingredient that enables our systems. Our team is a microcosm of the world. With diverse backgrounds, fields and perspectives, they are exceptional not only for their most recent record but also for their strong values and collaborative approach."

Co-land Ethics & society

Verity Harding
"The DeepMind Ethics and Society team is committed to exploring the social impact of AI. We do this with the aim of enabling extraordinary benefits to the world, but only if 'fit' to the highest ethical standards.

The role of the Program Team is to organise and engage our people and leaders to be the best that they can be. It involves many elements of our mission of building AIs. This continual process is vital and sustainable ways to optimise research, driving it to create the conditions that are essential for leading the team to deliver creative, making responsible and pioneering research progress at pace.

Programs Team

Simon Bouton
Director of Programs
"The Program team works alongside researchers in our different teams. We help them research and deliver the best products, services and solutions to the market. We also look after them and deliver against DeepMind’s mission. It allows them to focus on building strong, trusted relationships across the organisations, putting the right structure in place and capabilities that can contribute to the change and simplifying complexity.

Meet other members of the team

Recruitment Lead

Shan

The allied international recruitment across multiple industries, both in-house and as an extension to external initiatives by creating a positive recruitment experience and improving the candidate and campus interview experience. She currently works at Microsoft the collaboration in DeepMind’s mission to deliver the next generation of smart, thoughtful people every single day.

deeplmind.com/careers